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The objective of our proposed plan is to teach the science of renewable energy and to integrate ’segmented
knowledge’ of math and science; i.e. our students study math and science separately, yet they don’t how math
integrates with science and vice versa.

The acronym ‘STEM’ stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics; originated in the
United States of America. This paper uses ‘STEM’ to describe a broader academic subject that is based on
mathematics and science. Renewable energy is a very good topic from which to teach STEM; and we need to
stand on the STEM’s point of view to teach renewable energy.

Science and mathematics are major subject areas that are allocated substantial time within the Japanese
National Curriculum. Science, technology, engineering and mathematics are taught separately within elementary
and secondary curricula in Japan. These individual subjects should be merged into interconnected knowledge
structure in order to use in our daily life. STEM aspects should be incorporated within the science literacy of
non-science-major college students.

Teaching materials for renewable energy have become very popular these days. For example, LEGO Edu-
cation, developed and distributed as a science activity pack using LEGO’s intelligent bricks. Also, Venier Software
and Technology has published many laboratory books of which evaluation copies are downloadable in the
INTERNET. We have been developing lesson plans that teach renewable energy and energy-control technology
using LEGO Mindstorms intelligent bricks and Vernier sensors.

Control algorithms used in the renewable energy usage are easily taught without any programming-language
knowledge via the graphical interface of LEGO Mindstorms. Various sensors from Vernier, Software & Technol-
ogy can be used to evaluate energy conversion efficiency in a quantitative way. We can easily deal with many
STEM topics for renewable energy using these commercial products.

We can observe solar irradiance and the generation of electricity from a solar panel, from which we can
compute the solar-panel efficiency. We can also control the position and compare several position algorithms of
the solar panel toward the sun. Most of Japan’s solar-power stations consist of solar panels attached to mounting
racks upon the ground instead of a solar tracker. Students are asked the reason for that.

We can observe wind speed and the electricity generated by a wind turbine; and compute the energy effi-
ciency of a wind turbine. We can control a wind turbine rotor toward wind direction. This control is called ‘yaw’
and is applied to most wind-power generation. In fact, the accuracy of the yaw control depends on the efficiency
of a large wind-power generation system. Students evaluate the effect of an active yaw control.

There are educational packages that teach solar tracking but rarely yaw control; yet solar tracking is not as
common as yaw control. In this paper, we present the lesson plans that teach the STEM, especially with respect to
yaw control of wind-power generation.

We show scientific & engineering methodologies within STEM. Scientific methodology is the main objec-
tive of our science education. However any scientific method is not concrete for the non-science majors compared
with engineering methodologies. And we can employ various engineering methods within our daily life to improve
our activities.



We can not apply any scientific method for discussing future climate within climate science that we can
not prove. Therefore, the STEM approach is more effective for climate-change education.


